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Surface dielectric functions of a free-electron gas
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We investigate the surface dielectric response of a free-electron gas to a projectile moving parallel to the
surface. Three theoretical models are examined, viz., the specular reflection and the parallel dispersion models,
and a here-proposed axial model. The mean-free path, the stopping, the straggling, and the self-induced
potential at the projectile position, are calculated in terms of the distance of the projectile to the surface.
Differences at level of energy-loss distribution are found. We conclude that the axial model is reliable, has a
simple closed form and permits us to estimate the binary contribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a heavy projectile collides with a metal surface,
interacts with the valence electrons and the inner shells of
target atoms. The most relevant quantity to determine
moment (q) and energy (v) ceded by the projectile to th
valence electrons is the screened projectile potential. In
metal solids, one can consider, when possible, the vale
electrons as a free-electron gas. In the bulk, the geometr
the interaction has an axial symmetry with the rotation a
alongv, wherev is the ion velocity. The Fourier transform o
the bulk screened potential readsW(q,v)5V(q)/«(q,v),
whereV(q) is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb pote
tial, q5uqu, v5q•v, and«(q,v) is the Lindhard dielectric-
response function@1#.

The problem we face in this work consists of extendi
the dielectric formalism to deal with projectiles moving pa
allel to the surface, instead of moving well inside the bu
@2,3#. In general, one expects that the Fourier transform
the surfacescreened interactionW(R0 ,q) to depend onR0,
the position of the projectile with respect to the surface, a
q5(qx ,qy ,qz), whereqx5v/v, qz is the momentum trans
fer perpendicular to the surface, andqy is the projection par-
allel to the surface and perpendicular tov.

In similar fashion to the bulk, we can writeW(R0 ,q)
5V(R0 ,q)/E (3)(R0 ,q), whereE (3)(Z0 ,q) is the here-called
three-dimensional screening~dividing! factor. In principle,
no symmetry is observed except that given by the pla
surface. So we find convenient to writeE (3)(R0 ,q)
5E (3)(Z0 ,qi ,qz ,v) with qi5(qy

21v2/v2)1/2, andZ0 is the
distance to the jellium border (Z0.0 vacuum,Z0,0 solid!.
Deep inside the solid asZ0→2`, we expectE (3)(Z0 ,q)
→«(q,v).

One of the more rigorous models to describe the surf
dielectric function is the specular reflection model~SRM!,
which lets us obtainESRM

(3) (Z0 ,qi ,qz ,v) knowing of the bulk
function «(q,v) @4–8#. To deriveE SRM

(3) , it is assumed tha
the surface is a perfect plane situated at a precise positio
which the ‘‘information’’ is reflected without interference
The solution of the so-posed problem leads us to begrenz
effect ~the inhibition of bulk modes in favor of surfac
1050-2947/2002/66~3!/032901~7!/$20.00 66 0329
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modes in the surface region of the material!. Although math-
ematically correct, to some extent the SRM simplifies r
surfaces@3#. The position of the surface is not precise~al-
though the widely accepted prescription is that the jelliu
border should be shifted half of the planar atom separa
from the topmost atomic plane!, and the full reflection at the
surface implies an infinite barrier which is not realist
~metal barriers are of the order of the electron volts! @9,10#.
Therefore, we could expect that in real surfaces begrenz
constrain may, if not be erased, at least be partially erod

Another model commonly employed is the parallel disto
tion model~PDM! @11,12#. It is derived employing the con
tinuity of the potential and the displacement vector at
interface and considering only dispersion parallel to the s
face. Also it can be derived from the SRM by neglecting t
component of the moment perpendicular to the surface. T
model has a simple closed form in terms of«(qi ,v) but the
cost, as we shall see, is that bulk limit is not satisfied bu
high-impact energies@13#.

In a recent article, Garcı´a-Lekue and Pitarke@3# have re-
ported self-consistent density-functional calculations of
density response function in surfaces, including excha
within the so-called adiabatic local-density approximatio
The employed model considers the surface as a finite
smooth barrier, including quantum-mechanical interferen
and the electronic selvage of the metal surface. Four m
conclusions were drawn:~i! begrenzung inside the solid i
diminished,~ii ! surface-plasmon peak is considerably shift
towards smaller energies,~iii ! bulk excitation is still present
for trajectories outside the surface, and~iv! the influence of
the exchange is not very relevant. Links with these calcu
tions will be carried out along this work.

In the present paper we propose and explore a closed f
for the dielectric function that we call axial model~AM !. In
essence, it keeps the simplicity of the PDM expression
recovers the axial symmetry proper to the ion moving w
within the bulk. As we shall see, there are number of adv
tages of this model, such as a simple separation betw
binary and collective modes.

This paper presents comparative performances of th
three models, SRM, PDM, and AM. Numerical results f
the first three moments of the energy loss~i.e., mean-free
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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path, stopping and straggling! as well as the induced poten
tial are reported and analyzed for protons colliding with a
minum surfaces for a wide range of impact energies~from 1
to 700 keV!. In Sec. II, the basic formula are presented,
Sec. III we display the numerical results, and Sec. IV co
tains the conclusion. Atomic units are used.

II. THEORY

The induced potential created by a punctual chargeZP
moving parallel to the surface to a distanceZ0 at the charge
position, can be expressed in terms of the three-dimensi
screening factorE (3) as follows:

Vind~Z0!5
ZP

2p2E dq

q2 F 1

E (3)~Z0 ,q!
21G . ~1!

Axial symmetry implies thatE (3)(Z0 ,q)5E (3)(Z0 ,q,v) and
so it is convenient to expressdqÄ2p/vdqdv. For planar
symmetry, we integrate Eq.~1! on qz , to yield

Vind~Z0!5
ZP

2pE dqi

qi
F 1

E (2)~Z0 ,qi ,v!
21G , ~2!

whereE (2) is the bidimensional screening factor. It is he
convenient to expressdqiÄ2/vF(qi ,v)dqidv, where

F~qi ,v!5
qi

Aqi
22~v/v !2

. ~3!

We will concentrate on three linear models.
~i! The specular reflection model~SRM!. The inverse of

the bidimensional screening factor used in Eq.~2! is found to
be

1

E SRM
(2) ~Z0 ,qi ,v!

5F11
12ES~0,qi ,v!

11ES~0,qi ,v!
E~qi!GQ~Z0!

1F11
ES~0,qi ,v!

ES~2Z0 ,qi ,v!

2S ES~0,qi ,v!

ES~Z0 ,qi ,v! D
2 2

11ES~0,qi ,v!G
3

1

ES~0,qi ,v!
Q~2Z0!, ~4!

E(Q)5 exp(22QuZ0u),Q is the Heaviside function andES is
given by

1

ES~Z,qi ,w!
5

qi

p E
2`

` dkz

qi
21kz

2

exp~ ikzZ!

«@~qi
21kz

2!1/2,v#
. ~5!

~ii ! The parallel dispersion model~PDM!. This model can
be derived fromE SRM

(2) by neglecting in the integral of Eq.~5!
the dependence onkz of «, namely, «@(qi

21kz
2)1/2,v#
03290
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.«@qi ,v#, or equivalently E S
21(Z,qi ,v)5exp

(2qiuZu)/«(qi ,v). By replacing this expression in Eq.~4!, it
yields

1

E PDM
(2) ~Z0 ,qi ,v!

5@11R~qi ,v!E~qi!#Q~Z0!

1@12R~qi ,v!E~qi!#

3
1

«~qi ,v!
Q~2Z0!, ~6!

with

R~Q,v!5
12«~Q•v!

11«~Q•v!
. ~7!

~iii ! The axial model~AM !, that we introduce here, per
mits to absorb momentum perpendicular to the surface
its expression to be used in Eq.~1! is found to be

1

E AM
(3) ~Z0 ,q,v!

5@11R~q!E~qi8!#Q~Z0!

1@12R~q!E~qi8!#

3
1

«~q,v!
Q~2Z0!. ~8!

with

qi85A1

2 S q21
v2

v2 D . ~9!

We have derived this expression from the SRM followi
two considerations.~i! The full screening factorE SRM

(3) (Z0 ,q)
has been expressed in terms of an Fourier integral onkz as
the one given by Eq.~5!. Next we evaluate the integrand a
kz5qz to satisfy the bulk limit. Thus«(q,v) is extracted
from the integrand of Eq.~5! instead of«(qi ,v) correspond-
ing to the peaking approximation (kz50) used in the PDM.
~ii ! The argumentqi of E has been transformed toqi8 impos-
ing again the axial approximation. Ifq25qz

21qy
21(v/v)2,

the axial symmetry imposesqy5qz , then qy
25@q2

2(v/v)2#/2, and soqi
25(q21v2/v2)/25q8i

2 as given by
Eq. ~9!.

The physics underlying these points can be observed
inspecting the induced potentials. In the PDM, the inter
tion potential is screened byE PDM

(2) (Z0 ,qi ,v) implying a
cutoff just in the plane parallel to the surface but remain
essentially Coulombian in thez direction. On the contrary in
the AM, the presence ofR(q,v) instead ofR(qi ,v) intro-
duces a cutoff in thez-direction similar to that in the plane
parallel to the surface. In this way the planar symmetry of
PDM becomes an axial one in the AM. In other words, t
PDM as well as the AM are rooted in the SRM, but while t
1-2
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PDM is derived by considering planar symmetry~by impos-
ing kz50), the AM is derived by considering axial symm
try (qy5qz5kz).

A. The energy loss moments and the induced potential

The moments of the energy loss can be written as

P(n)~Z0!5E
0

`

dv
dP~Z0!

dv
vn. ~10!

The probabilityP(0)5P5L21 ~or the inverse of the mean
free path! corresponds ton50, the stoppingP(1)5S corre-
sponds ton51, and the second moment is the straggli
P(2)5V2. Since the calculation of the energy-loss spectr
dP(Z0)/dv requires the integral on the momentum trans
*dq, it is convenient to express it in terms of the variab
suitable to the symmetry under study. For the SRM a
PDM, where planar symmetry is observed, it is found fro
Eqs.~2!

dPX~Z0!

dv
5S0E

v/v

` dqi

qi
F~qi ,v!ImF 1

EX
(2)~Z0 ,qi ,v!

G ,

~11!

X5SRM or PDM andS0522ZP
2 /(pv2).

For the AM, where axial symmetry is satisfied, the natu
set of variables in common with any bulk dielectric functio
is recovered, and from Eq.~1!,

dPAM~Z0!

dv
5S0E

v/v

` dq

q
ImF 1

E AM
(3) ~Z0 ,q,v!

G . ~12!

In this way the AM shrinks to a simple screening functi
with the same symmetry to that of the bulk but depend
parametrically onZ0.

The energy-loss moments depend on the imaginary pa
the inverse of the screening factor, while the potential c
ated by the projectile depends on the real part. From Eqs~1!
and ~2!, the induced potential at the projectile positio
Vind(Z0) can be reduced to an expression similar to E
~10!–~12! (n50), with the real part minus one instead of th
imaginary one andV052ZP /(pv) instead ofS0. The so-
called image potential~self-interaction!, which is the rel-
evant quantity to calculate the ion trajectory, is one-half
the induced potential@4#. Detail examinations of the surfac
and bulk induced potentials are given in Appendix A of R
@12#

B. Bulk limits

We prove here that the proper bulk limit~asZ0→2`) is
satisfied by the AM and SRM but not by the PDM. In th
first case, it is obvious from Eq.~8! that E AM

(3) (Z0 ,q,v)
→«(q,v), and therefore the bulk result is restored. Simi
limit holds for the SRM as explained below. Thus b
E SRM

(2) (Z0 ,qi ,v)→ES(0,qi ,v), replacing this limit in Eq.~2!
and writingkz[qz , the integral*dq can be restored, so th
axial symmetry is recovered and the bulk expression in te
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of «(q,v) is reproduced. The SRM then has the virtue
describing the bulk limit, changing from planar symmet
outside the solid to axial symmetry deep inside. We consi
the SRM as a good reference to compared with.

For the PDM, asZ0→2`, E PDM
(2) (Z0 ,qi ,v)→«(qi ,v)

thus the energy-loss probability tends to

dPPDM

dv
→S0E

v/v

` dqi

qi
F~qi ,v!ImF 1

«~qi ,v!G . ~13!

By writing qi[q the integrand remains the same as the b
limit @Eq. ~13!# except for the multiplicative factorF(qi ,v).
This factor is responsible for the failure~overestimation in
all the cases! of the PDM at intermediate and small veloc
ties. In the limit asv→`, F(qi ,v)→1, and only in this
case the PDM tends to the proper value.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS.

Three numerical integrations are required to obtain
energy-loss moments for the SRM~on kz , qi , andv), and
just two for the PDM~on qi andv) and AM ~on q andv).
Deep inside the solid, care should be paid to integrate onkz
in Eq. ~5! due to the oscillatory pattern withZ0. Mermin
Lindhard dielectric-response function was used to repres
the free-electron gas@1,14#. For aluminum target, the follow-
ing parameters were considered: volume~bulk!-plasmon en-
ergy vv50.566 and the life timeg50.0375@15#.

Stopping results are presented in Fig. 1 for protons col
ing with aluminum surfaces as a function of the distance
the jellium border (Z0) for four impact energies ranging
from 1 to 700 keV. Regardless of the impact velocity, t
agreement between the AM with the SRM is very good.
mentioned before, in all the cases, the PDM overestima
the SRM results, tending to the Lindhard values inside
solid only in the high-velocity limit. The same performanc
was found for the probability~Fig. 2!, straggling~Fig. 3! and
induced potential at the projectile position~Fig. 4!. Only in
the case of very high-impact velocity (v→`) and long dis-
tance to the surface (Z0→1`, where the probability is neg
ligible!, the PDM seems to approach the SRM better than
AM. From the examination of Fig. 1, and as far as the fre
electron gas role is concerned, wecannot say thatS(Z0)
decays as an exponential as it is widely accepted in the
perimental domain@16,17#. Although, at high impact ener
gies, the classical expression of Echenique and Pendry@18#
provides a very good estimate forZ0→1`.

At long distances, the induced potential at the projec
position behaves as Coulombic due to the interaction with
image charge@15#. In Fig. 4, we plot also the Coulomb po
tential, which satisfies the value given by the SRM atZ0
55, with dash-dotted lines. Note that at 700-keV prot
impact, the induced potential does not behave as Coulom
yet aroundZ055.

As far as the energy-loss moments are concerned, the
is a good candidate to replace the SRM when the numer
calculation requires computational economy@12#. We have
reached energies as low as 1 keV to show that the AM is
1-3
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FIG. 1. Stopping cross sec
tions for protons on aluminium as
a function of the distance of the
projectile with respect to the jel-
lium borderZ0. Impact proton en-
ergies as indicated. Notation
Squared symbols, the SRM
dashed line PDM; solid line, AM;
and dotted line binary contribution
of the AM.
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a good approximation to the SRM, even though the lin
response function is out of range of validity.

The spectacular agreement between the SRM and the
at level of integrated values does not mean that the ene
loss spectra also agree with each other. To inspect in d
the differences, in Fig. 5 we plot the spectra for 700 k
protons on aluminum~case studied theoretically by Juaris
et al. @4#, and experimentally by Winteret al. @17#!. Three
values for the penetration are presented; outside the s
Z052; at the jellium borderZ050, and well insideZ05
25. Certainly forZ0>0 the three models agree each oth
and no appreciable differences are found. All of them disp
one peak at the surface-plasmon frequencyvs5vv /A2
50.4. The situation is different well inside the solid. F
Z0525, the SRM predicts the major contribution comin
from surface-plasmon excitations atvs due to begrenzung
effect. The AM and PDM predict two peaks instead: at t
03290
r
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surface (vs) as well as at the volume-plasmon (vv) frequen-
cies, with larger contribution coming from the latter. As w
penetrate deeper, both SRM and AM tend to the Lindh
results~just one peak atvv for, say,Z0,210).

By comparing the present findings with the results of R
@3# one feature is missing in the present calculation; no tr
of bulk plasmon forZ0>0 is found. But in accordance with
Ref. @3#, an appreciable shift of the surface-plasmon pe
towards smaller energies is found. For 100-keV incident p
tons atZ0513.38, the AM peak is shifted 0.08 a.u.~2.2 eV!
from that of the SRM while the shift between the RPA a
the SRM calculations in Ref.@3# is 0.12 a.u.~3.2 eV!. It
would mean that axial symmetry is a step in the direction
including finite barrier. Also, we find that begrenzung effe
is diminished, i.e., the bulk-plasmon peak becomes rap
relevant as we penetrate the solid when compared with
SRM.
FIG. 2. Similar to Fig. 1 for
the probability~or inverse of the
mean-free path!.
1-4
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FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 1 for
the straggling.
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These results could be important to understand a serie
recent experiments which have found that grazing reflec
ions produce electrons escaping from the surface with e
gies near the bulk-plasmon values@19#. The given explana-
tion is based on the assumption that electrons produce
the impinging projectile excite the bulk~instead of surface!
plasmon, and decay follows transferring its energy to a f
electron. Although the AM favors volume plasmons by co
paring with surface ones, still the electrons should penet
very deep inside, sayZ0,210, to fully excite the volume
mode alone as the SRM. Perhaps the excitation of the
ume plasmon found in the experiments@19# may be an indi-
cation of the deterioration of the strict begrenzung constr
of the SRM.

Binary contribution

Besides simplicity, we find that the AM has another im
portant advantage: due to the axial symmetry, it is possibl
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estimate the binary contribution. It can be achieved by m
tiplying the integrand by the well-known factor@21#

U~q,v!5Q@q2kF
22~v2q2/2!2#. ~14!

This factor reduces the integration to the binary ba
conserving energy and momentum in a collision with
single electron. Binary AM results are presented in Figs. 1
3, and 5 with dotted lines. The limits are correct. At low
impact velocities,v,v051.2 for aluminum, collective oscil-
lations are not present, and so all the contribution com
from binary encounters alone@20#. At larger velocities and
well inside the solid, the binary stopping equals that of t
collective mode, as expected due to the equipartition r
@21#. Outside the solid, binary contribution vanishes, leavi
the excitation of surface plasmon as the only mechanism
stopping, as predicted by Lucas@22# and Kawai@23#. We can
also determine the importance of the binary contribution
-

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 1 for

the induced potential at the pro
jectile position.
1-5
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side the solid with increasing momentn. For the probability
(n50), binary contribution forv.v0 is just a small fraction
of the total ~in this case the mean-free path is determin
mainly between two successive plasmon excitations!. Binary
contribution to the probability is an important quantity sin
it represents the integrated production of primary electro
For the stopping (n51), the binary contribution represen
the half, while for the straggling (n52) it accounts for al-

FIG. 5. Energy-loss distributions for 700 keV protons on A
Notation similar to Fig. 1.
d

s.

i.

03290
d

s.

most the total. Except far outside the solid where the surf
collective mode is still the most relevant, as found expe
mentally by Kimuraet al. @24#.

This simple separation of the binary contribution from t
total can be doneonly in the AM and not in the SRM~not in
the PDM!. To extract binary information from the SRM an
PDM following the same criteria, a tedious algebra and
additional numerical integration are needed. More spec
cally, one should start over from the full expression
ESRM

(3) (Z0 ,qi ,qz ,v), multiply by U(q,v)5U„(qi
2

1qz
2)1/2,v…, and integrate on the variablesqi andqz to ob-

tain the energy spectra. The results were found to be
reliable~very unstable and oscillatory! and we consider them
not worth publishing.

By substracting the binary contribution from the tot
value, we can determine the collective excitation. Further
an unexpected by-product, let us estimate the contribu
from the volume as well as the surface collective contrib
tion by simply separating the enhancements centered onvv
andvs peaks, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied in detail the first three moments of
energy loss, i.e., probability, stopping and straggling, w
the three models, SRM, PDM, and AM, for a wide range
impact energies, from very low~1 keV! to high energies~700
keV!. We have observed that the PDM does not tend to
proper bulk limit inside the solid. Instead the AM her
proposed behaves very well, and its properties are sum
rized as:~i! it has a very simple closed form,~ii ! there is no
appreciable difference with the SRM at the level of the in
grated values of the first three moments and the indu
potential,~iii ! the binary contribution can be easily extracte
~iv! by substracting, collective contribution can be estimat
and the surface and volume modes can be separated~v!
surface-plasmon peak is considerably shifted towards sm
energies, and~vi! begrenzung effects are diminished. Expe
ments are welcome to determine the quantitative importa
of begrenzung. A minor setback has been found; forv→`
and Z0→` ~where the probability is negligible!, the AM
lightly underestimates the SRM prediction
io,
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